Sheet metal formability is traditionally described by the Forming Limit Curve were observed between the results reported by different laboratories. The main limitation of the standard method for detection of forming limits is that its application is limited to cases where a single local neck is formed in the metal sheet prior to fracture. In the case of multiple local necks, the samples are simply discarded. Furthermore, the standard method does not include any guidelines to distinguish the failure by local necking and direct failure by fracture. One of the advantages of DIC over the traditional etched-grid technique is that the former allows us to obtain not only the strain distribution but also its history.
an inverse parabola to the strain distribution in the vicinity of the fracture line. Thus, the method relies on the formation of a single local neck prior to fracture to ensure a good fit. The international standard ISO12004-2:2008 ISO12004-2: (2008 explicitly states that samples with multiple local necks shall be discarded.
The experience accumulated over several years of the use of the standard method showed that the method might not be applicable to some types of metallic materials. As reported by Hotz et al. (2013) , some high-strength steels and aluminium alloys show non-homogeneous deformation behaviour providing no reasonable fit for the inverse parabola. This leads to an invalid mathematical evaluation if the standard method is used. In order to evaluate the formability of such alloys an alternative method is needed.
The development of the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique for strain measurements provides new opportunities for the detection of limit strains. DIC is a technique used to determine the displacements of a surface from the analysis of its images. Since the pictures are taken continuously through the test, the technique produces the displacement history as well. Providing sufficient accuracy, the strain fields can be calculated from the displacement fields. DIC techniques can be classified into 2D-DIC and 3D-DIC. 2D-DIC utilizes a single camera and is limited to in-plane deformations of flat surfaces. 3D-DIC allows for handling surfaces that deform out of their original plane. This technique utilizes two cameras and produces a three-dimensional displacement field. 3D-DIC produces the surface topography along with the surface strains.
The onset of local necking corresponds to an increase in the local strain rate. Marron et al. (1997) were the first to suggest using the evolution of strain rate to detect the onset of local necking. They used a combination of a circular grid and cameras to record the strain evolution. Later Merklein et al. (2010) independently implemented a method based on similar principles using DIC. The common feature of the strain-rate based methods is that the plot of strain-rate vs. time for a region affected by the local neck is used to determine the onset of local necking. The main difference between the methods used by different authors is the mathematical algorithm adopted. Marron et al. (1997) proposed to use an intersection of two straight lines fitted to the major strain rate evolution: one before the increase in the strain rate and one after. Merklein et al. (2010) used the time derivative of the major strain rate in combination with an original algorithm. Situ et al. (2011) detected the onset of local necking at the maximum value of the time derivative of the major strain rate. Vysochinskiy et al. (2012) used an original algorithm based on the analysis of the major strain rate itself and detected onset of necking at the point of greatest curvature of the strain rate plot. Volk & Hora (2011) utilized the same algorithm as Marron et al. (1997) but applied it to the the strain-rate in the thickness direction˙ 3 , instead of the major strain rate˙ 1 . Hotz et al. (2013) presented a comparison of the algorithms proposed by Merklein et al. (2010) and Volk & Hora (2011) and two new algorithms. Hora et al. (2012) linked the local strain rate to the level of strain localization replacing the traditional FLD with the Localisation Level FLD (LL-FLD). This approach produces several FLCs that correspond to different levels of localization and is thus similar to the Forming Limit Band approach proposed by Janssens et al. (2001) .
The strain-rate based methods for detection of forming limits are not yet standardized and there is no commonly accepted algorithm. Use of different algorithms leads to different results, which can be either more or less conservative than the ones obtained by the standard method. For example, in the comparison presented by Hotz et al. (2013) one of the analysed methods is more and three are less conservative than the standard. In addition, a drawback of the strain-rate based methods is that calculation of the rate amplifies the noise naturally present in the DIC strain measurements. Thus, these methods require the noise in the measurements to be low, otherwise smoothing of the strain evolution curve may be needed. Smoothing in itself is an additional procedure that may affect the results.
Some DIC-based methods do not utilize the strain rate history. Vacher et al. (1999b) suggested to use the strain velocity map between two subsequent images in the DIC analysis to determine when the strain field is no longer homogeneous.
The onset of local necking is detected when a strain gradient above certain tolerance level is observed. This method is limited to the case of homogeneous deformation. Wang et al. (2014) utilized the surface topography produced by the 3D-DIC software to detect the onset of local necking. They compared the surface height of a point inside and a point outside the neck to determine the onset of local necking. This method is limited to the flat surfaces provided by the flat punch in Marciniak-Kuczynski formability tests.
In this paper a new robust and user-independent method for detection of forming limit strains is proposed. The method was developed to enable detection of forming limits in AA6016 aluminium alloy sheets that displayed nonhomogeneous deformation in biaxial tension. Thus, the method was designed to handle the case of multiple local necks that is not covered by the international standard ISO12004-2:2008 ISO12004-2: (2008 . The method does not require calculation of the strain rate and is thus more robust with respect to noise in comparison with the strain-rate based methods. The detection of the forming limit strains can be fully automated and input parameters and any influence from the user are explicitly specified to ensure that different users would obtain the same result when using the proposed method.
Material and experimental program
The investigated material is aluminium alloy AA6016 commonly used in the car-body due to its good forming properties. The investigated sheets have nominal thickness 1.5 mm and are intended for the manufacturing of some inner parts of the car body. Thus, there are no surface quality requirements. This paper covers the formability tests on as-received AA6016 sheets which are a part of a larger experimental programme intended to characterize the material properties (Vysochinskiy, 2014) . The experimentally obtained true stress-strain curve for this material is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The formability tests were performed in a BUP600 forming machine. The test set-up is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The intention was to characterize the formability of the material and con- (Marciniak & Kuczynski, 1967) . In this type of test a sheet of metal is stretched over a flat punch with an underlying blank with a hole that creates a friction-free zone in the middle. Rectangular 205 mm long samples were used. To achieve different strain-paths, different widths: 155 mm, 160 mm, 165 mm and 205 mm were used. Since the material is expected to be anisotropic, samples with their long side oriented both parallel and normal to the rolling direction were used. Hence, sample labels such as MK165-0-x and MK165-90-x were used,where 165 denotes sample width in mm, 0 or 90 denotes an angle in degrees between sample axis and rolling direction, and the last digit is a sample number to distinguish duplicate tests. For the square 205x205 mm samples the angle notation is redundant and these samples were marked simply as MK205-x. Two duplicate tests were performed for each strain path with the exception of equibiaxial tension (MK205 samples), where four duplicate tests were executed.
In addition to Marciniak-Kuczynski tests, several Nakajima formability tests (Nakajima et al., 1968) were performed. These tests were carried out using the same set-up but with a spherical punch. Lubrication in form of 0.1 mm thick Teflon sheets and grease was used to minimize the friction. Most Nakajima samples fractured in the clamping zone; there was only one sample geometry that produced three successful duplicate tests. This sample geometry was denoted as NK0-100 and provided a strain path between uniaxial and plane strain tension.
The sample geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3 . NK0-100 samples had their axes oriented normal to the rolling direction, 0 in the sample name denotes an angle in degrees between sample axis and the outer blank axis, while 100 refers to the facet radius in mm.
The surface of the sample was painted with a random black-and-white pattern for DIC measurements. In addition, the initial friction-free zone as well as the rolling direction were marked on the top of the sheet. This is visible in Fig.   4 that illustrates a Marciniak-Kuczynski sample in the machine prior to testing. The punch velocity was set to 0.3 mm/s. The deformation process was filmed (Vacher et al., 1999a ) was used to perform DIC analysis of the images to determine strains. The DIC analysis was performed up until, but not including, the image where fracture appears visible on the sheet surface. For the Marciniak-Kuczynski samples the analysis area was set equal to the initial friction-free zone marked on the surface.
Initial results
The examination of the fractured samples as well as the results of the DICanalysis showed that the tested material demonstrates different behaviour prior to fracture depending on the imposed strain path. Three different samples, i.e. NK0-100-1, MK205-4 and MK165-0-2, are chosen as examples and are followed through further in the text to illustrate different aspects of the behaviour of the tested AA6016 sheets.
The Nakajima test samples failed by formation of a single crack as Fig. 6(a) illustrates. The strain map obtained by DIC analysis depicted in Fig. 6(b) confirms that a single local neck was formed prior to fracture. Thus, these ) illustrates. Third, the strain distribution along each cross-section is plotted, fitting windows are determined according to the standard, an inverse parabola is fitted, and the forming limit strain is determined at its apex. For the middle cross-section of the NK0-100-1 sample, the strain distribution, the fitted parabola and the detected forming limit strain are illustrated in Fig. 6 
(c).
For the Marciniak-Kuczynski tests the situation is different. Some samples, like MK205-4 illustrated in Fig. 7 , failed by forming a single crack in the middle. In this case application of the standard method is still possible, but the provided fit is rather different from the Nakajima samples, as Fig. 7(c) illustrates. Furthermore, the strain field contains secondary strain localizations, as observed in Fig. 7 (b). If these strain localizations are regarded as multiple necks, this sample needs to be discarded according to the standard.
For some other samples, like MK165-0-2, the fracture forms a zig-zag pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) . An examination of the strain map in Fig. 8(b) reveals that the fracture line follows the pattern of multiple local necks formed in the sample. For this sample there is no good fit for the inverse parabola (see Fig.   8 (c)).
Another interesting aspect of the behaviour of the MK0-165 samples is that fracture was oriented parallel to the major strain axis, which is counter-intuitive.
This can seen in Fig. 8(a) as the orientation of the major strain axis can be determined from the shape of the initially round friction-free zone.
A closer examination of the specimens revealed that the multiple strain localizations observed for AA6016 in biaxial tension are likely to be connected to the roping phenomenon. Roping (also called ridging) is a tendency of groups of metal grains to deform together and form a rope-like structures (ridges) on the sheet surface, hence the name roping (ridging). According to Engler et al. (2012) , roping is a common phenomenon for aluminium alloys like AA6016. As the investigated material is intended for the inner parts of the car body, there are no requirements to surface quality, and surface roughening due to roping is not considered to be a problem. However, the phenomenon makes the deformation inhomogeneous and promotes multiple local necks. Hence, the tested AA6016 belongs to the type of materials mentioned by Hotz et al. (2013), i.e. the materials that undergo inhomogeneous deformation and provide no good fit for the standard method.
The international standard ISO12004-2:2008 ISO12004-2: (2008 explicitly requires to discard test samples that display multiple local necks while for the alternative strain-rate based methods no commonly accepted algorithm exists. Therefore, an alternative method for the detection of forming limit strain had to be developed to determine the forming limit strains in a user-independent, robust and repeatable manner. It was desirable to test the method on a simpler case prior to applying it to the formability tests at hand. Uniaxial tension testing of strip-shaped specimens provided such a case, so the method was tried out on such tests prior to applying it to formability tests. This initial application was reported earlier by Vysochinskiy et al. (2014) . In this article, we present the outline of the method and its application to formality tests.
Thickness-control method
The proposed method is based on the monitoring of the metal sheet thickness and hence is referred to as the thickness-control method. The detection of local necking is based on comparison of local and global deformation similarly to the Finite Element (FE) based FLC calculator used by Reyes et al. (2006) and further developed by Fyllingen et al. (2009) . The main principles and outline of the method are presented below.
Evaluation radius
The method relies on the concept of an evaluation radius. Reyes et al. (2006) used an evaluation radius for the FE-based FLC calculator. In connection with DIC, the evaluation radius was first used by Merklein et al. (2010) .
As mentioned above, the strain-rate based methods rely on analysis of the strain-rate history of a region affected by the local neck. In practice this region could be represented by a single element or facet in the DIC analysis. However, using a single element produces a noisy curve which is difficult to analyse. Using an average over a group of elements cancels out some of the random noise and produces a smoother curve. A straightforward way to define this group of elements is to consider all the elements within a given radius from the material point of interest. This defines the concept of an evaluation radius.
In our implementation, the evaluation radius is determined in the reference configuration, i.e. it designates a fixed set of elements. The averages of internal parameters are then calculated over this fixed set.
In the proposed method the concept of an evaluation radius is exploited further. We define not one, but two evaluation radii. A small one to characterize the deformation of a region inside the local neck and a large one to describe the deformation of the surrounding area. The parameters obtained using the small evaluation radius have superscript point while the parameters obtained using the large evaluation radius have superscript area, e.g. The corresponding plots of the major strain-rate history are given in Fig. 10(b) , 11(b) and 12(b) to illustrate how a larger evaluation radius produces a smoother curve.
Thickness ratio
The onset of local necking is characterized by rapid local thinning. Thus, a comparison of the sheet thickness in the material point of interest with the Let us define a thickness ratio k as
where t point is the point thickness, i.e. the sheet thickness determined using the small evaluation radius, and t area is the area thickness, i.e. the sheet thickness determined using the larger evaluation radius. The ratio k equals unity when the strain field within the larger evaluation radius is uniform, and will start to deviate from unity when the local necking starts.
The DIC analysis produces in-plane strains. It is traditional for metal forming to use the true principal strains 1 and 2 . Let us express the thickness ratio k in terms of the traditional deformation measures. The value of k can be easily calculated as the ratio of principal stretches. The principal stretch in the thickness direction is defined as
where t 0 and t are the initial and current values of the sheet thickness respectively. The true strain in the thickness direction 3 is related to the principal stretch λ 3 as
The ratio k can be expressed as
Constant volume is assumed for the metal sheets and implies that
This allows us to express λ 3 as
and k as 
Failure time and strains
In metal forming, there are two events that can be regarded as sheet failure:
onset of local necking and fracture. The last time step of the DIC-analysis corresponds to the last image before fracture appears visible. This time step is considered to be the onset of fracture. Thus, the fracture timet f racture is assumed to be known a priori, while the time at the onset of local necking t necking needs to be determined.
In the case of globally homogeneous deformation, the thickness ratio k introduced above remains equal to unity up until the onset of local necking. There is some natural variation in the value of k due to the noise in the strain measurements. In addition, phenomena connected to locally inhomogeneous deformation, e.g. roping, might also contribute to the noise.
Let the value of δk denote the level of noise in the experimentally detected k vs. time curve and k mean the time-average of k, as Fig. 13 illustrates. Let us also introduce a parameter k limit < k mean that denotes the level of k at which the onset of local necking is detected, see Fig. 13 . In order to detect the onset of local necking, the deviation of k from its mean value must exceed the level of noise δk. Therefore, the limitation k limit ≤ k mean − δk applies.
The value of δk can be estimated for each individual test from a statistical analysis of k vs. time data. The value of k limit is then set to fit all the tests.
If k drops below k limit we conclude that onset of local necking is observed, while if this does not happen we conclude that no local necking was observed prior to fracture. Thus, we introduce an unambiguous and user-independent criterion to distinguish failure by local necking from direct failure by fracture.
Having determined the time of onset of local necking we can determine the corresponding failure strains. Prior to the onset of local necking, the area and point strains are supposed to be equal in the case of homogeneous deformation, i.e.
. The onset of local necking corresponds to a rapid increase of the local strains. Thus, using the area strain produces a smaller error in strain for the same error in time. In addition, when constructing an FLC, we are interested in the homogeneous strains that can be safely achieved. Therefore, we define the local necking strains as the area strains at the onset of local necking
Contrary to the forming limit strains, the fracture strains are local strains.
Thus, we define the fracture strains as the largest point strains achieved
4.4.
Step-by-step procedure
The step-by-step procedure for detection of forming limit strains in the thickness-control method is the following: The first point is the choice of a point on the fracture line, i.e. step 3. This step is semi-automatic with the initial automatic suggestion being the point that reached the highest effective (von Mises) strain. If this suggestion is off due to noise or other reasons, correction from the user is possible. Similarly, in the standard method, the user needs to specify the direction of the fracture.
The second point is when the evaluation radii are defined, i.e. step 4 of the procedure. The third point is where the k limit is decided, i.e. step 7 of the procedure. As was explained above, the choice of k limit is not arbitrary, it is limited by the value of δk which might vary slightly from test to test. Choosing the same k limit for all the tests allows to unify the procedure.
Application of the method
The method was initially tested on the uniaxial tension tests with 2D-DIC . In these tests a single local neck was formed, thus a trial application allowed to verify that the method detects a physically sound onset of local necking. Here, the thickness-control method is applied to formability tests combined with 3D-DIC. The evaluation radii were set to 1 mm for point and 8 mm for area characteristics, respectively. The k limit was set to 0.98 based on the estimate of δk by means of standard deviation and quantile range.
Nakajima tests
The majority of the tested Nakajima samples failed in the clamping zone.
Only one geometry type produced three successful duplicate tests, namely the NK-100 samples that gave a strain-path between uniaxial tension and plane strain. These samples failed by the formation of a single local neck as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Thus, both the thickness-control method and the standard method could be applied to these samples providing a comparison point. There are some features of the k vs. time plot that need to be commented upon. As can be seen in Fig. 10 (c), k drops below k limit at the beginning of the test. This drop was observed for all three duplicate tests and is likely to be connected to the punch curvature, i.e. to the effects of bending. Under the test, the initially flat Nakajima specimen assumes the shape of the spherical punch.
Since DIC measures the strains on the surface of the specimen, the detected strains would be higher for the points that have assumed the punch shape in comparison with a yet flat region. This can lead to a falsely detected reduction of the sheet thickness at the point.
At the beginning of the test, prior to the contact of the specimen and the punch, the thickness ratio shall be constant. At this stage the whole specimen remains flat. As the metal sheet at the point of interest starts to assume the spherical shape, the strains on its surface increase and k drops below k limit .
After a while, as the whole specimen assumes the shape of the punch, the difference between point and area strains disappears and k returns to being approximately equal to unity. All these stages are clearly observed in Fig. 10(c): at the first ten second of the tests k remains nearly constant, than a drop is observed after which k returns to being approximately unity at around 40 seconds.
The detected forming limit strain from the Nakajima tests are presented et al. (2010) appear to be the most conservative ones for this particular type of samples, while the thickness-control method is more conservative than the standard method. This is because both the time-dependent method and the thickness-control method detect the strains at the onset of local necking, while the standard method is based on the strains measured after the local neck is fully developed. Fig. 16 illustrates the difference between the strain distribution for the time step at the onset of local necking used by the thickness-control method and the final time step used by the standard method.
Marciniak-Kuczynski tests
The k vs. time plots for the example samples MK205-4 and MK165-0-2 are shown in Fig. 11 (c) and 12(c), respectively. In the Marciniak-Kuczynski tests The "anomalous" orientation of the local neck and fracture line parallel to the major strain in MK165-0-2 sample leads to some interesting observations.
Analysis of the k vs. time plot in Fig. 12 indicates that local thinning is observed and thus that local necking occurred prior to fracture. The strain maps in Fig. 8 also suggest occurrence of multiple local necks. But, due to the "anomalous" fracture orientation, the local neck formation causes increase not in the major strain 1 , but in the minor strain 2 , as can be seen in Fig. 17 . Thus, no sudden increase in the major strain rate˙ 1 is observed for this sample (see Fig. 12 ).
The use of the thickness-control method allowed to detect forming limit strains for all the tested Marciniak-Kuczynski samples. The results are summarized in Fig. 18 where each point represents one test sample, RD is the true strain in the rolling direction and T D is the true strain in the transverse direction. and the time-dependent method of Merklein et al. (2010) . Note that to produce Merklein et al. (2010) plot at Fig. 19 (a) the requirement to discard samples with multiple local necks ( ISO12004-2:2008 ISO12004-2: , 2008 had to be ignored. As can be seen in Fig. 19(a) , the thickness-control method is more conservative than the standard method in the whole biaxial stretching region. From Fig. 19(b) we can see that the time-dependent method (Merklein et al., 2010 ) is more conservative than the thickness-control method when the major strain is along the RD, while the opposite is true when the major strain is along the TD. The largest deviation between the thickness-control method and method of Merklein et al. (2010) is observed for the MK165-0 type samples. As explained earlier, in these samples the local necks form parallel to the major strain due to roping effect. Hence, no sudden increase of the major strain rate is observed.
Sensitivity study
As indicated in Fig. 14 , apart from the occasional correction of the fracture point location, the only points where the input from the user affects the result in the thickness-control method are the choice of the evaluation radii and k limit .
The parameter k limit has a clear physical meaning. It denotes the allowable degree of local thinning before local necking is considered to be detected. Thus, the effect of variation of this parameter is trivial. The more thinning is allowed, the closer the detected forming limit strains would be to the fracture strains.
For accurate detection of the local necking strains k limit needs to be set as close to unity as the level of noise δk allows.
To investigate the effect of the variation of r area and r point , a sensitivity study was performed. The forming limit strains were detected using the same k limit = 0.98 while different combinations of the area and point evaluation radii were used. Fig. 20 illustrates the effect of various values of r area on the detected forming limits strains. In the Nakajima tests the use of larger values of r area leads to smaller limit strains detected, while no such effect is observed for the Marciniak-Kuczynski tests. This is to be expected since in Nakajima tests use of a spherical punch creates a strain gradient with larger strains near the top of the punch (see Fig. 10(b) ). Thus, use of larger evaluation radius produces a smaller average strain and more conservative results. No such effect is observed in the Marciniak-Kuczynski tests where a flat punch is used. For these tests the only effect of the larger area radius is a slight reduction of the scatter.
Predictably, keeping the same k limit and r area while changing r point causes the onset of necking to be detected earlier for the smaller r point and later for the larger r point , as Fig. 21 illustrates.
Discussions and Conclusions
A new DIC-based method for detection of forming limit strains is proposed.
The initial motivation for developing the method was the need to detect forming limit strains in samples that experienced multiple strain localizations, but the application of the method is not limited to this particular case. The developed thickness-control method is universal and can be used when a single local neck is formed or even when the samples fail directly by fracture without local neck formation. Furthermore, the method can be used in combination with different formability tests.
In the proposed thickness-control method, the onset of local necking is con- sidered to occur when the local thinning exceeds the allowable tolerance. Thus, the criterion for onset of local necking has a clear physical meaning. As illustrated in Fig. 14 , the detection of the forming limits is automated and the only way the user influences the results is through the input parameters r point , r area and k limit , where r point denotes the area over which the local thickness is measured, r area denotes the area over which the average thickness is measured and k limit denotes the degree of thinning at which the local necking is detected.
In order to detect the forming limit strains with maximum accuracy it is desirable to set r point as small as possible, r area as large as possible and k limit as close to unity as possible, but these parameters have physical constraints: r point is limited by the size of an element in the DIC analysis, r area is limited by the size of the homogeneously deformed part of the sample and k limit is limited by the level of the noise δk. These constraints might be different for different laboratories that use various DIC software and test set-ups. Using the thickness-control method with the same combination of r point , r area and k limit allows to obtain quantitatively comparable results.
The comparison of the standard (ISO12004-2:2008 (ISO12004-2: , 2008 ) and the thicknesscontrol methods revealed that both methods demonstrate the same level of scatter between samples, but the thickness-control method produces a more conservative estimate of the forming limit strains. In the thickness-control method it is possible to produce less conservative results by simply lowering k limit , i.e.
by increasing the allowable degree of thinning. Thus, if desired, it is possible to construct several FLCs applying different k limit . This approach would be similar to the LL-FLD method proposed by Hora et al. (2012) , where different levels of strain localization are used to construct several FLCs. In the future, it might be possible to standardize the input parameters and link different levels of strain localization to different levels of local thinning.
